1. He is uninformed and talks off the top of his head inaccurately. He uses his press
conference to brag about himself and puts people down (and threatens to withhold
aid) if anyone challenges him.
2. He does no not take kindly to governors that that go against the federal thought.
Insley is a case in point. He wants to carry the isolation into May and it is totally an
ugly joke. There is no study that supports this Draconian concept. The guy should be
Fired!!!
3. Trump 2020 !
4. While I know President Trump is not the best at being diplomatic and PC when he is
speaking to the public, I feel he is doing a great job when it comes to the actual
actions he is taking. I am very disturbed by the way the media actively goes after
Trump. I think this is harmful to the American people.
5. He ignored early warning signs and is holding back much needed supplies just
because he doesn’t like our Governor. Republican or Democrat, we all need medical
attention when we get sick.
6. Our president is not everything I would choose as an example of effective leadership,
but I love is MAGA mindset, and Idon't see any Ronald Regans willing to sit in this hotseat! So having Trump for our president in such times as theses is an answer to my
prayers for God to rescue the USA from itself.
7. Trump 2020 Trump JR 2024
8. He is a business man and understands what he’s trying to do.
9. Really like his push to move on as fast as possible from COVID pandemic. Our
economy needs to put this in the rearview as soon as possible in order to salvage
what we can from the strong economy we had previous to this.
10. Thank God he acts quickly with Americas interest first and foremost, no matter what
the lefties are bitching about.
11. I’m concerned the doctors are too influential on him. The data now appears way off.
We need common sense. Trump has that.
12. We should hold China to account for their inept handling and cover-up of their virus
and deduct ALL of our Trillion$ of relief cost$ from the debt to china...!!!
13. Just pushing most response to states.
14. It is amazing that Trump has the energy to fight the whole world, especially Russia,
China, Iran and the communist democratic party. He may be the the best president
the United States has ever had and the greatest leader in world history.
15. President Trump has done an exceptional job of eliminating regulations and fast
tracking covid testing and ppe manufacturing by smartly engaging private industry.
I’m very Impressed with the team he has compiled and he clearly is listening to the
team. He sacrifices much to provide direct feedback to the country in daily briefings
as well.
16. I think the people around him understand what to do. I don't think Trump can see
beyond the end of his nose.
17. Amazing load he is carrying with the Dems and news media getting in the way.
Fighting our President all the time.

18. I think Trump as done a good job of leveraging US industry to do what needs to be
done, and keep the federal government at a low profile, despite enormous pressure
to do otherwise. I don't really approve of a bailout, and I don't believe it will help much.
The money could have been spent more effectively, if it needed to be spent at all. I
guess congress more than the President is responsible for that.
19. The economic fallout and repercussions will cause more harm to this country than the
virus itself!
20. I'm so glad we have Trump as president during this crisis rather than Hillary.
21. Trump is dealing with the pandemic the best any1 could he's been ahead of it since
the day he closed travel from China. He has put the top people in the field in charge
just like a true business person. He has a positive out look on how to beat the virus
and how to make us all better well off once this is over. He's calling out those in the
media (Fake News) who are blaming him as xenophobic, racist, and whatever else
they say. Trump and his team, got this and the Media (Fake) is failing horribly. It's a
sad day when you must fact check the media to get the real story there is just so few
real reporters in American anymore :-(
22. closing traffic from China early on now proves he was understanding the evolving
situation - some one should be airing the comments from Democrats who thought he
was wrong/reactionary at the time.
23. He is communicating daily with a great team for the American people.
24. His ability to lead a team of experts is beyond all expectations. Best President since
Abe Lincoln.
25. He should have taken it more seriously.
26. He was too stupid to consider it more than the flu or a Democratic hoax early on. This
has caused thousands of deaths. His near daily news conferences are, no surprise,
more about him when he veers off script than the coronavirus. He just loves to
contradict the experts. Coronavirus is a disaster; Trump is a disaster.
27. Has done enough to take care of the situation, but has not been overbearing.
28. He should keep its mouth shut!
29. He has surrounded himself with failed public health officials whose models have been
in error and served to generate fear. Again the cost versus benefit of the lockdown
have not been addressed. The virus has become the excuse for politicians to
authorize the Fed to massively monetize the debt of all levels of government and
corporations. Nothing was learned from the 2008 financial crisis.
30. Media mob should all be fired for not telling or printing truth about Wuhan Chinese .
31. President Trump keeps it together, stays focused and presses on, despite a media
that loves to portray doom and gloom. It is obvious that the media is not for the
American people. It is for destroying our nation and economy and promoting fear.
They are liars and misleading at best
32. Saw the crisis coming and acted. Relentlessly searching for solutions to problems.
Ready to lift restrictions as soon as feasible.
33. This country don’t have infrastructure, no system , learn from Korea and their
functional system..not following the order of social distances, and peoples doesn’t
listen to Presdent but like to blame.
34. I do not trust the data and how it is being presented to the public. In Yakima we have
had 19 deaths they say from the virus. 18 of those are with people with pre-existing
conditions. It appears the virus is getting blamed for everything. Our general eating
habits in the US is a much greater issue. We are a sick nutritionally as a nation.
35. Opposite of leadership

36. In the Spanish Flu pandemic, a friend, David, met the descendants of a Black Baptist
Church congregation . The Church leaders led their flock out to a stretch of CA desert
to escape the scourge and death that was wiping out whole families. The land titles
abutted BLM land that was to be repurposed. BLM employee David had to organize
the meeting to notify all titled people of the change (eg mining to grazing eg). BLM
had so many people show up the employees were shocked, more so when most
everyone left hearing they were not to be bought out of their way useless inheritance
properties. One fellow remained behind to tell the story of the Congregation’s Leaders
who courageously led their flock to isolated safety, though great hardship for twothree years. Prayerfully well look back in time to credit our President with his Spiritguided edicts to save our country!
37. Most concerned with protecting his reputation and re-election.. He has handled it
better than some of his other actions in listening to the authorities and making hard
decisions but initially was a cheerleader for what he hoped was true rather than was
true.
38. Appreciating the circumstances he is in, he has done what he needed to do, acting
quickly in an equitable fashion.
39. Im a lil mixed. Promises made that sound good but once implemented, not all are
good. The fact that he signed the sewer to tap bill last year, and now hearing that this
virus is spread thru fecal contaminants....common sense leads me to see a HUGE
problem. I like some of what he has done, but i can also see things that look a bit
sinister. His bragging is irrelevant and a waste of my time. Some of what hes doing
right now seems to be good but there are extremely questionable things he is doing
now too.
40. Not an easy task.
41. Trump has been utterly devoid of any leadership. Making this partisan and sends
needed supplies to red states is wrong.
42. He makes it WAY too much about HIM.
43. President Trump is doing an excellent job. He does need rest and our prayers for
wisdom. Shame on the Press, shame on the Demos
44. Trump has been on this from the start. Listening to professional's and taking steps to
keep us safe.
45. His conflicting statements confuse the issue. And the promises he makes have - for
the most part - not been met
46. Best president ever!
47. But this country have no any infrastructure.
48. President would do more if the Democrats would get out of the way. He needs better
advisers.
49. He is trying to better the US. There are times when it appears to be a losing battle
against the US destroying Libs.
50. He is listening to many "experts" and is heeding their wisdom. This has been an
emerging problem and he relies on the information given to him. I appreciate the way
he has mobilized out countrymen and women at all levels to work together to solve
problems and keep the state governors on the hot spot for governing their individual
states which each have unique situations to address. And yet, the Federal
government is providing support and help when needed. I like the way the President
tapped into FEMA and the military to help local and state governments and not
making blanket rules to govern the entire nation. I support the President and know
that he is taking as much information into account at each level as he makes tough
decisions, but he is not a dictator--made that very clear. Governors are the chief
executives of their states and he has been supportive of them. I appreciate his
leadership;.

51. He should get rid of Anthony Fauci, and recognize the reality of what is going on with
the Chinese :connection" (incl. Gates, Clintons, Zuckerberg, CDC and WHO) and get
people back to work.
52. In such a situation can anyone always make the right decision?
53. Shorten press conferences
54. The POTUS has had many opportunities to demonstrate leadership and has not. He
ignored warnings and has politicized an international and national emergency and
tragedy.
55. He is the best man for this country right now.
56. Trump using his genius to handle the virus and the economy at the same time as well
as showing leadership at his hours long daily press conferences.
57. The good thing is that locales could respond appropriately. The bad thing is that
locales have not responded appropriately. He needs to rescind declarations that this
is a NATIONAL EMERGENCY (HSA, FEMA) That was overkill.
58. trump has provided national and down to earth leadership during this crisis - he is
president for time like this
59. This would of happened no matter who was President I think he’s doing a good job
reassuring the public
60. He's allowed and implemented draconian measures.
61. Coronavirus is not new. This is another false flag to paralyze the economy and an
excuse for Bill Gates to demand everyone be vaccinated with his toxic vaccines.
Gates wants to reduce the world's population.
62. Wish he'd stress more that the shutdown costs lives also. Current "experts" will make
it harder to change course.
63. Timeline and actions speak in his response, it's an evolving situation
64. Slow off the mark but not all guns firing.
65. Given China censorship in early stages and lack of accurate and candid data, there
was early case of conflicting and misleading information for Trump to deal with and act
on. He has shown flexibility to a changing situation.
66. I'm so thankful that he is withstanding the daily garbage of the haters. He needs to
open up the economy by May We are dying from the cure!
67. Give in a little too much to the Liberals on the stimulus package.
68. While his style is criticized I can’t think of anyone who could have survived the
constant attacks by the media. His accomplishments are remarkable . He has
Wilkerson
69. CDC and FDA were extremely slow in certifying and using South Korean model and
tests.
70. Started saying it was a hoax.
71. Lock down should be complete and strict. Small business need more help, PPP needs
some more relaxations. Landlords should not charge rents for lockdown period. We
should have a bigger plateform or some kind of social media movement to THANK
our hospital staff, other paramedical staff, Police officers and other essential services.
Please keep an eye on EIDL as well. I and so many others did not received any grant.
Please make a policy to make America Great. Eliminate China's products from our
America and the world. Keep an eye on WHO for not taking timely action on Covid-19.
72. does not run or panic uses common sense
73. Trump is issuing suggestions, not orders, for citizens and he is protecting the country
by closing the borders as much as he can. He is leaving the states to make their own
provisions but is finding out everything about the virus as soon as possible, so states
and communities can make informed decisions.

74. - He's a businessman, not a lawyer, so knows how to run the economy and how to
deal with adversaries; supports domestic industries and farms. - He's pro-life - He's
building The Wall to keep out illegals - He's not afraid of adversaries and speaks out
bluntly and plainly to them
75. He trusts the clinical doctor experts far beyond their level of expertise justifies. The
ruling class is savoring their ability to control us and will be ever more resistant to
letting go of control
76. He has to spend too much time responding to back-biting media and democrats.
They should be trying to help the situation, not keep criticizing the president.
77. He needs to stop contradictiing the medical and the scientific people that have
studied the spread of viruses. He needs to get out many more test kits out.
78. We lost 2 months of response time waiting on President "Big Brain".
79. Exceeding expectations
80. I love his daily press conferences. I feel like I’m getting the news straight from the
source without having it go through the media spin.
81. Has done what he says and quickly responds to issues. Gets loads of criticism when
he suggests ideas but silence when he follows through. Anyone can talk about their
plans but with Trump- I what he does!
82. For a man so persecuted and maligned he has done a great job. He took action right
away and was criticized for it. He can't win for losing!
83. Very proud b of the job the president has done.
84. The relief package is a multi trillion dollar pile of worthless add on garbage
85. Our state government should have taken steps two months ago to be ready to meet
the basic needs of this epidemic. Waiting on the President for every little thing does
not sound reasonable and makes us wonder the purpose of our State officials other
than raising taxes.
86. A thankless job position to be in...glad he is their verses another!
87. It's a travesty that this pandemic is being politicized and payment to hurting
Americans was delayed because of it. It's like a slap in the face when the left
capitalize on others' demise. Shameful!
88. He said of the cuff a lot and tends to make statements that role his opponents. But I
feel he his very much under attack and being blamed for things outside his control,
and his leadership is strong.

